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/><strong>PT. Pandu Selamat Utama</strong> is pleased to announce that we are fully
committed to supplying our customers with complete and reliable solutions to meet your
Hydrogen Sulfide (H2S) and Industrial safety requirements wherever your operation is located.
<strong>Since 1996 our safety equipment and personnel have provided major drilling,
production, and industrial clients with trustworthy performance under the most demanding
conditions imaginable</strong>.</p> <p>Today�s technology allows us to drill deeper in
remote areas around the world for oil, gas, and geothermal energy. Unfortunately advanced
technology and secondary recovery methods also increase the risk of encountering unsafe
working environments, in particular H2S gas. Pandu has been providing our clients with
durable, reliable, and cost effective equipment and service solutions to support your operation
safely and minimize the related risks.</p> <p style="text-align: justify;"><span style="text-align:
justify;">Pandu continues to emphasize the quality and availability of our service department
whether onshore or offshore in a rental contract or �in house� after sales service of purchased
equipment. Our service personnel are continually upgrading their skills by attending company
sponsored training courses provided by the equipment manufacturers we represent.
</span><strong style="text-align: justify;">Our safety training center is located in our office
premises in Lebak Bulus South Jakarta. Our equipment storage, workshop and repair facility is
located in Sawangan Bogor</strong><span style="text-align: justify;">.</span></p> <p
style="text-align: justify;">We have a team of experienced associates working together to supply
total solutions to meet your safety needs. Choosing Pandu means you get consistent service
quality and the best equipment available in the marketplace today for protection in an H2S
environment or for other safety related uses in the Industrial workplace. We stand by what we
sell and supply the best service in the industry today.</p> <p style="text-align: justify;">Our
goal is to ensure that you, our loyal customers, will have long term satisfaction and peace of
mind. Please let us show you how we do that by considering Pandu as the source for all your
safety requirements. All of us at Pandu appreciate your past business and look forward to the
opportunity to be of service to you in the future.</p> <p style="text-align: justify;"><strong>
Please call us today and we will provide you with the best safety solutions you can depend on
now and in the future</strong>.</p> <p style="text-align: justify;">Sincerely yours,<br /> Pete
DeVries</p> <p style="text-align: justify;">�</p>
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